DR. LATISA CARSON
Medicine meets Business!

“I STRIVE TO PROVIDE A UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT WHERE WOMEN CAN FEEL CARED
FOR BY A KNOWLEDGEABLE, COMPASSIONATE PHYSICIAN.”

As the only African American to own a sole private
Obstetrics and Gynecology practice in San Diego, Dr
Carson has made it her mission to ensure that women of
color receive health care they deserve. It was a pleasure
to speak with her in regards to mixing business with
medicine.
“MY MOTHER CONVINCED ME
THAT I COULD DO IT”
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When Dr. Carson attended Fort Hays State University,
she initially wanted to follow in her mother’s footsteps
as a nurse practitioner. “My mother had other plans for
me and wanted me to become a doctor,” said Carson.
Urging her to attend medical school, even after she had
been accepted into the school’s nursing program. Now on
a new pathway, she would struggle with Math and relied
on her mother’s words of encouragement to push her
through tough times. “You can do anything you put your
mind to.” Her mother would say and at that point failure
was not an option. Through diligence, determination and
help from a tutor she would overcome the challenge.

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT HER
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE IN KANSAS

There were only 20 black women out of 4000 students
in Fort Hays State University.
She was the only black woman in the school’s Science
Department.
6 out of the 204 students in her graduating class at the
University of Kansas were African American.

“MY DREAM WAS TO BE
PART OF A LARGER GROUP
OF DOCTORS”
“I originally came back to San Diego to be part of a larger
group of 6 to 8 doctors,” said Dr. Carson. Ideally, she felt
this would work in her favor and she would be able to
manage a balanced career life with everyone taking equal
parts in the energies and efforts of the business.
Unfortunately, the group fell apart. Afterwards, she gave it
another try with a gentleman she had known while she was in
Pasadena, this too didn’t work out. It was then she finally
realized it was time for her to go into practice for herself.
She moved back to San Diego and it was her time to make
it happen on her own terms. “My mother helped start the
National Medical Association chapter here,” said Dr. Carson.
This allowed networking to not be an issue, but it didn’t
mean everyone would believe that she could achieve it.
Most doctors open their own practices after working in an
area for 3 to 5 years, but after just 1 year, Dr. Carson took
the rewarding risk. Even with a small but growing patient
base she didn’t allow the limitations of others set
limitations on her dream.

“YOU NEED A NETWORK AND SUPPORT SYSTEM”
Operating a practice while being the head doctor isn’t an easy feat. “Medical students aren’t taught
business courses in school,” said Dr. Carson. She said this is one major reason why medical students
don’t usually dream of opening their own practice. Also, it isn’t something that is usually encouraged
throughout medical school. You can see why many students go straight into seeking employment at
bigger companies. Only once could she recall that a guest lecturer came particularly to speak about
private practice ownership.

“I MIGHT NOT PAY MYSELF THIS PAYROLL”
Her journey through business ownership hasn’t been easy. During her times of “lean” she would only
have enough profit to ensure her employees were paid while sacrificing payroll from herself. This is
something she said a leader must and will do at times, adding that employees need to always know
that the owner of any business has them covered. Dr. Carson said, “It is important for anyone in
business to find a mentor and a circle of like minded individuals.” Beyond her brilliance and
determination, it has been the care of her support system that has helped her continue to be the
thriving business owner we see today. Her incredible support system is there when she needs to
vent as well as discussions that help spark new ideas for her to implement into her own practice.

"I CHOOSE WHEN I SHOW UP"
When asked if during any of the tough times she ever thought about quitting. She said,
thinking of quitting is something you will experience as a business owner because it’s
tough but rewarding. Larger companies will periodically attempt to acquire her
practice and have her work for them. Her response “Absolutely not.” There is a
freedom you gain from being the boss and she will remain the boss.

